01
Optional module
of the videus line.

CLIPPING
Clip extraction system

SOFTWARE FOR CLIPS
CREATION.
Immediate cutting and export.

The system is sized to record multiple signals in various formats. It allows a simple
operator the possibility of creating segments, joining them, adding blur, logos and
automatically publishing on social networks. It does not require editing bays or
advanced knowledge to use the system.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES.
CentOS 7 64-bit Operating System.
Encoding / Decoding H264 by CPU or with CUDA
(Nvidia Quadro Family).
Mysql database.
Firewall.
HTTP/HTTPs support.
XFS or EXT4 storage file system.
Web administration and operation.
No need to install plugins.
Date / Time Synchronization with NTP or Nettime.
Integration with LDAP (Active Directory).
Support protocols for Storage FTP, CIFS, HTTP, NFS
4 and SSHFS.
Software update system remotely.
App for Android y IOS.
Full Uptime! System ready to work 24x7 without
interruptions.

FUNCTIONALITIES.
•H264 High Profile o HEVC recording
Native recording in XDCAM YUV422P 50 o 100Mbps.
100% remote operation from web interface with
preview.
Live or archive video display on local or remote
screen.
24/7 manual or schedule recording.
Continuous recording, without cuts, or lag.
Múltiple formats: AVI, TS, MP4, MOV, MXF, XDCAM,
DV, XAVC, HEVC.
Making Live Clips While Recording.
Audio only export.
Generation of information associated with the video
(metadata).
Proxy copy for bandwidth optimization.
Export to external repositories FTP, Windows folder.
Direct export to Playout systems in XDCAM.
No limitation of licenses per user
Watermark overprint for video extracts.

PUBLICATION OF CLIPS
TO SOCIAL MEDIA.
With the new configurable buttons of the updated
version of ViDeus software, the user can export their
clips to social networks with just one click. 3Way offers
a clipping solution to record and extract radio, TV, or
stream segments with the ability to add specific tags,
video covers, and descriptions.

SUPPORTED INPUT
FORMATS.
RF, Base Band Video NTSC, PAL SDI - SD-SDI, HDSDI 3G HDMI TS - TS over IP, ASI, DVB-S2, DVB-C IP
OTT- HLS, RTMP, RTSP
Radios - AM, FM, IP (mp3, aac, ac3), IBOC TDT ISDBT, ATSC, DVB-T2 NDI.
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SECURITY.
Robust user management system, user groups and permissions (by functionality and by content)
Access through username and password, and groups allow the creation of different user profiles to navigate the
system. The system keeps a record of the activity of each user, with date / time, ip, etc.

3WAY SOLUTIONS.
3Way Solutions is a company dedicated to developing products and solutions for the broadcasting, cable, professional
video and government sectors focused on television recording, content detection, media monitoring, legal copying,
verification of compliance with regulations and QoS / QoE monitoring.
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